
ABOUT INNOVATIVE
Innovative Business Software A/S is a Danish company, which for more than 30 years has been 

developing state-of-the-art security software solutions that have helped manage and streamline the 
most critical security operations at alarm receiving centres and control rooms - all over the world.

Our mission is to improve our customers’ productivity and efficiency. Through customer driven         
development, we provide flexible and powerful incident management solutions which ensure reduced 

response times, improved quality of service and adaptability to future technological development.

Innovative has a strong and proven track record in developing security management solutions  
Innovative Security Manager™ is used by more than 90 customers including airports, police forces, 

public emergency management agencies, fire departments, private security companies, 
university campuses and industrial facilities.

SECURITY MANAGEMENT MADE SMARTER
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   INNOVATIVE SECURITY MANAGER™ Security Management System (SeMS)

3. Accountability and responsibilities
• Manage and validate task and incident completion
• Monitor security performance against policies and objectives
• Monitor effectivenes of operational security and processes
• Take security actions in a timely manner

4. Resources
• Track resources on an interactive map in real-time
• Assign tasks/incidents to personnel and track progress
• Manually/automatically dispatch appropriate personnel on any task/ 

incident at any time
• Automatically schedule, activate and assign any kind of task
• Register tasks to improve basis for operational and strategic decisions
• Manage 3rd parties (quality assurance, invoicing etc.)

5. Performance monitoring, assessment and reporting
• Register all events in order to continuously optimise procedures, work 

schedules etc.
• Analyse incidents and subsequent procedures applied in their resolution
• Generate and distribute reports for security reviews, audits or for 

examining particular elements or procedures
• Automatically schedule, generate and distribute reports via email
• Automate task assignment, improve response times, take preventative 

action on analysis of collected data to increase capacity in the daily 
airport operation - reducing the need for corrective action

• Restrict access to security data to authorised peronnel only
• Automatically and immediately notify authorised personnel in case of 

specific incidents

6. incident reposonse
• Create instructions based on SeMS response processes to address any 

type of security incident or emergency - ensuring that incidents are 
always managed in a fast, efficient and uniform way

• Automatically carry out instructions, assign tasks, dispatch appropriate 
personnel etc.

• Automatically register and log all events (e.g. response times) on any 
task or incident for subsequent analysis, review or debriefing

• Easily update instructions to continuously improve incident reponse 
procedures

• Create simple and clear manual instructions for all operators to allow 
uniform task/incident management

• Less time consumption per task and faster response times

8. Continuous improvement
• Analyse events, tasks and incidents to continuously improve airport 

security and operations
• Detailed log enables you to continuously monitor, analyse and improve 

the effectiveness of your procedures and policies
• Achieve better response times, better overview of pending activities, and 

improved quality control - in real time

Innovative Security Manager™ is a software platform, which provides a real-time overview of 
security operations at airports.
Implementing ISM will form a secure platform for managing all security and operational 
tasks in an airport and also provide a system integral to the components of a security 
management system such as managing resources, performance monitoring, continuous 
improvement, change management, and training and education. Threat and 

risk management
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Airports today face increasing passenger numbers, rising costs for personnel, a demand 
for heightened security - yet at the same time budget restrictions. You need your airport 
to maintain the highest standards, which is why your organisation is required to carry out 
audits, inspections, qualitative and quantitative assessments as part of an internal 
quality assurance programme. Additionally, the UK CAA is introducing a formalised, risk-
driven framework for integrating security into the daily operations and culture of an airport 
– the so-called Security Management System (SeMS).
Currently, a SeMS - as set out in the Framework for an Aviation SeMS issued by the UK CAA - 
is not a mandated process. However, if an airport does have a SeMS, which addresses the 
elements identified in said framework, it will help the airport meet the internal quality 
control provisions of articles 12, 13 and 14 of EC 300/2008.
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